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Abstract
Geographic indications (GIs) stand at the intersection of three hotly debated issues in international law: international trade, intellectual property and agricultural policy. Akin to a
trademark, a GI identiﬁes a good as originating in a particular region, where a given quality
of the good is attributable to its place of origin. Well-known GIs include champagne and prosciutto di Parma. Although GIs have a long history, in recent years they have become central
to the debate over the expansion of intellectual property rights in the World Trade Organization. We argue that GIs have gained greater political salience and economic value due to
major changes in the global economy. Proponents of GIs also raise more diffuse concerns
about authenticity, heritage and locality in a rapidly globalizing world. After explaining the
origins of the effort to protect GIs in international law, we assess the normative justiﬁcation for these unusual intellectual property rights. Some GI protection in international law
is justiﬁable. But the existing level of protection afforded by the World Trade Organization – as
well as current demands of the European Union for even greater protection – is unjustiﬁed.
We defend this position through careful consideration of the major theoretical bases for property rights.

1 Introduction
The inclusion of intellectual property rights within the World Trade Organization
(WTO) in 1994 heralded a landmark change in international law. It signiﬁcantly
increased the power of international intellectual property law and simultaneously
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engendered debate over the status and scope of intellectual property rights. Many
developing countries considered the WTO’s Trade-Related Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) Agreement1 to be an attempt by the United States and, to a lesser
extent, Europe to force inappropriate, Western-style law on the rest of the world.2 The
rationale for including intellectual property in the WTO was and remains unclear
because the relationship between trade liberalization and intellectual property is hazy
and contested. Indeed, some eminent free trade advocates consider TRIPS a straightforward case of rent-seeking by wealthy states against the rest of the world.3
The major substantive rights protected by TRIPS are copyright, patent and trademark. These rights are familiar and generally well supported as a matter of intellectual
property theory, even if their connection to trade liberalization is debatable. Some of
the rights protected by TRIPS, however, lack even this foundation, which makes their
inclusion in the WTO more problematic. Perhaps the most theoretically contested of
these rights relates to ‘geographic indications’ (GIs).4 Akin to a trademark, a GI identiﬁes a good as originating in a particular region, where a particular quality of the good
is attributable to its place of origin. The fundamental concept behind GIs is that speciﬁc geographic locations yield product qualities that cannot be replicated elsewhere.
Because the place is said to be essential to the product, proponents argue that producers outside a speciﬁed region cannot be permitted to use its place name in marketing
and on product labels. Well-known GIs include champagne, port and parmigianoreggiano. As these examples suggest, nearly all valuable GIs relate to agricultural
products – and many are European in origin.
GIs consequently stand at the intersection of three increasingly central and hotly
debated issues in international law: trade, intellectual property and agricultural
policy. Within the WTO, the liberalization of agricultural production has been called
‘the ultimate deal-breaker’.5 Yet, while economic concerns plainly loom large in the
debate over GIs, the effort to entrench GI protection in international law also draws
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Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, signed in Marrakesh, Morocco
on 15 Apr. 1994, available at: www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/legal_e.htm.
This effort has continued in the wake of the Uruguay Round via the many ‘Trips-plus’ bilateral agreements that have been negotiated. See Drahos, ‘BITS and BIPS: Bilateralism in Intellectual Property’,
4 J World Int’l Pty L (2001) 791. Much of the recent debate over TRIPS involves public health concerns.
See, e.g., Abbott, ‘The WTO Medicines Decision: World Pharmaceutical Trade and the Protection of Public Health’, 99 AJIL (2005) 317; Sun, ‘The Road to Doha and Beyond: Some Reﬂections on the TRIPS
Agreement and Public Health’, 15 EJIL (2004) 123.
See, e.g., Bhagwati, ‘From Seattle to Hong Kong’, 84 Foreign Affairs (2005) 2. Cf. Maskus and Penubarti,
‘How Trade-Related Are Intellectual Property Rights?’, 35 J Int’l Econ L (1995) 227.
There are numerous other terms associated with this phrase, including Protected Designation of Origin
(PDO), Protected Geographical Indication (PGI), Appellation d’Origine Controlée (AOC), and so forth. There
are subtle differences among these terms, which are found in various national and international laws,
but for our purposes the distinctions are not especially germane. Hence we follow the existing literature
and simply use ‘geographic indication’.
Broude, ‘Taking “Trade and Culture” Seriously: Geographical Indications and Cultural Protections in
WTO Law’, 26 U Penn J Int’l Econ L (2005) 1. Broude notes that some 40% of WTO disputes have involved
edible products.
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strength from more diffuse concerns about authenticity, heritage and locality in a rapidly integrating world. To assert the necessity of GI protection is, in part, to assert the
importance of local culture and tradition in the face of ever-encroaching globalization. The GI question is as a result linked to larger, politically sensitive debates about
the proper level of protection for farmers and rural communities, the degree to which
international law ought to trench upon questions of culture and tradition, the necessity of intellectual property rights and, above all, the importance of economic competition. The GI debate, moreover, chieﬂy exhibits not the North–South division so
familiar to international lawyers, but rather a less common and more interesting split:
that between the New World and the Old World.
We begin by deﬁning GIs and explaining the origin of the contemporary struggle
over them. Although GIs have a long history, we argue that they gained markedly
greater political salience in the post-war period owing to major changes in the global
economy.6 These changes led to the increasing consolidation of formerly discrete local
and regional markets, which in turn meant increased competition – and opportunities –
for many traditional producers. This enhanced global competition has raised the
value of putative GI rights. It has also led to extensive charges of misappropriation,
in particular by the Member States of the European Union. The inclusion of GIs in the
TRIPS accord is part of a larger strategy by European states to shield their agricultural producers from increasing New World price-based competition, while simultaneously reforming bloated farm subsidies. Indeed, the European Commission has
expressly linked the protection of GIs to reform of the Common Agriculture Policy.7
The latest salvo in this struggle is the inclusion, within the Doha Round of world
trade talks, of two highly controversial GI-related agenda items: extension of the special TRIPS wine and spirits standard to other products, and the creation of a multilateral system for registration of GIs.8
After explaining the origins of the effort to protect GIs in international law, we assess
the normative justiﬁcation for these new rights. Despite a wide range of scholarship on
the WTO, intellectual property and agricultural policy, the conceptual underpinnings
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The ﬁrst mention of GIs in international law is in the 1883 Paris Convention on Industrial Property. In
national and regional practice they date much further back, perhaps to the ancient Greeks and Romans.
B. O’Connor, The Law of Geographic Indications (2004).
‘The EU has entered, in good faith, into negotiations with its partners in the WTO with a view to further liberalizing world trade in agricultural commodities. This will mean, in practice, less export subsidies to our farmers. This policy is embodied in the Commission’s proposed review of the Common Agricultural Policy: compete internationally on quality rather than quantity. Yet, efforts to compete on
quality would be futile if the main vehicle of our quality products, GIs, are not adequately protected
in international markets’: European Commission, ‘Why Do Geographical Indications Matter to Us?’
(30 July 2003), available at: http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/sectoral/intell_property/argu_
en.htm. See also Evans and Blakeney, ‘The Protection of Geographical Indications After Doha: Quo
Vadis?’, 9 J Int’l Econ L (2006) 575; Blakeney, ‘Stimulating Agricultural Innovation’, in J.H. Maskus and
K.E. Reichman (eds), International Public Goods and Transfer of Technology Under a Globalized Intellectual
Property Regime (2005).
The Doha Declaration of 2001, WTO Ministerial Declaration, WTO Doc. WT/MIN (01)/DEC/W/1
(14 Nov. 2001). Recent WTO litigation over GIs is discussed infra.
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of GIs have not been rigorously examined.9 We argue that GI protection in international law is justiﬁable for many of the reasons that trademark protection is justiﬁable:
primarily, to protect consumers against confusion and to lower their search costs.10
We contend, however, that the current level of protection afforded by TRIPS for wine
and spirits – which disallows any mention of a protected GI by a producer outside the
region, even if the place of production of the product is clearly indicated – is unwarranted and goes well beyond what any existing theory of property can support.11
A fortiori, further expansion of the wines and spirits standard to new products, as currently sought by European and other states in the Doha Round, is unjustiﬁed as well.
We defend this position through careful consideration of the major theoretical bases
for property rights.

2 The International Law of Geographic Indications
In the last two decades intellectual property has become a central part of international affairs. Intellectual property law is traditionally territorial, but the various major
multilateral agreements on copyright, patent, and the like have created a measure of
convergence in substantive law across states. Until the early 1990s, however, serious
differences remained. In the 1980s, the rise of knowledge-based economies made the
importance of intellectual property greater.12 Technological changes also made copying of many intellectual property-related protected products far easier. These changes
spurred producers in the US and elsewhere to action. Facing what they considered
to be rampant piracy, major ﬁrms in the software, ﬁlm, music, pharmaceutical and
other industries pressured the US, Europe and other industrialized states to ﬁght more
aggressively for stronger intellectual property protection worldwide. The result was
the landmark TRIPS Agreement.
9
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The most thorough treatments of GIs in international law are O’Connor, supra note 6, Broude, supra
note 5, and J. Hughes, ‘The Spirited Debate Over Geographic Indications’ (unpublished manuscript on
file with authors). None of these works, however, critically assesses the fundamental property rights
claims that undergird GI protection.
W. M. Landes and R. A. Posner, The Economic Structure of Intellectual Property Law (2003), ch. 7;
K. Maskus, Intellectual Property Rights in the Global Economy (2000); Economides, ‘The Economics of Trademarks’,
78 Trademark Reporter (1988) 523; Landes and Posner, ‘Trademark Law: An Economic Perspective’,
30 J L & Econ (1987) 265.
An earlier brief version of this argument was made in Raustiala and Sprigman, ‘Eat, Drink and be
Wary: Why the US Should Oppose the WTO’s Extending Stringent Intellectual Property Protection of
Wine and Spirit Names to Other Products’, 12 Dec. 2002, available at: www.ﬁndlaw.com.
On TRIPS and the rise of international intellectual property law generally see Gervais, ‘The Changing
Landscape of International Intellectual Property’, 1 J Int’l Pty L & Practice (2006) 246; Drahos, ‘Intellectual Property Rights in the Knowledge Economy’, in D. Rooney, G. Hearn, and A. Ninan (eds), Handbook
on the Knowledge Economy (2005); Helfer, ‘Regime-Shifting: The TRIPs Agreement and New Dynamics of
International Intellectual Property Lawmaking’, 29 Yale J Int’l L (2004) 1; P. Drahos and J. Braithwaite,
Information Feudalism: Who Owns the Knowledge Economy? (2003); S.K. Sell, Private Power, Public Law: The
Globalization of Intellectual Property Rights (2003); C. Bellmann et al. (eds), Trading in Knowledge: Development Perspectives on TRIPs, Trade, and Sustainability (2003); Maskus, supra note 10; M. Ryan, Knowledge
Diplomacy: Global Competition and the Politics of Intellectual Property (1998).
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The inclusion of TRIPS in the newly-created WTO substantially augmented the
traditional approach of relying on discrete multilateral intellectual property treaties.
For the ﬁrst time the WTO’s powerful dispute settlement process was put behind the
enforcement of intellectual property rights.13 Many states and stakeholders vigorously
but largely unsuccessfully opposed this global extension of Western-style property
rights. These critics argued that strong intellectual property rights either harm the
developing world, as when they raise the costs of essential medicines, or disproportionately beneﬁt advanced industrial democracies, whose citizens and ﬁrms hold most
patents, trademarks and copyrights.14 Critics also pointed out that many of the proponents of strong intellectual property rights – in particular, the US – had themselves
favoured weak rights when they were developing.
The far-reaching rules enshrined in TRIPS are substantive as well as procedural.
These rules establish a set of ‘minimum standards’ that every WTO Member must follow. They closely track the structure of legal rights found in the US and Europe. In the
Western tradition, intellectual property law balances private monopoly rights guaranteed by the state against the general interest in a vibrant public domain. Hence,
with the exception of trademark and trade secret, the core rights of copyright and
patent are time-limited: at a certain point, creations move into the public domain and
can be used and copied freely by all. The importance of the public domain rests on
innovation concerns, because most creations derive from earlier creations, as well as
liberty concerns, because private monopolies on inventions and expressions restrain
free economic competition and may inhibit free expression. Maintaining a vibrant
public domain is therefore an important, if often underappreciated, goal of the international intellectual property regime.15 Politically, however, the TRIPS Agreement
was seen as a triumph of private rights and interests – of property over the public
domain. As noted earlier, the trade-enhancing effects of TRIPS are widely contested.
But the effects on producers, who now stand to receive greater rents, are undeniable.
The TRIPS negotiations focused primarily on the familiar trio of copyright, trademark and patent. The agreement also addresses less well-known issues: rights over
plant genetic resources, semi-conductor ‘maskworks’, and of course geographic indications. While similar to trademarks, GIs differ in that they attach to goods from a
particular region rather than from a particular producer.16 Some GIs, such as cognac
13
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Dreyfuss and Lowenfeld, ‘Two Achievements of the Uruguay Round: Putting TRIPs and Dispute Settlement Together’, 37 Virginia J Int’l L (1997) 275.
See, e.g., UK Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, ‘Final Report: Integrating Intellectual Property
Rights and Development Policy’ (2002), available at: www.iprcommission.org/graphic/documents/
final_report.htm14 ; Bellman et al., supra note 12.
See generally Boyle, ‘The Second Enclosure Movement and the Construction of the Public Domain’, 66 L &
Contemporary Problems (2003) 33.
GIs, unlike trade marks, are not owned by individuals and cannot be licensed. See O’Connor, supra
note 6, at 112–114. As Rangnekar argues, ‘[f]rom an economic standpoint, GIs are seen as a form of
collective monopoly right that erects entry barriers on producers either within or outside the relevant
geographical area’: Rangnekar, ‘The Socio-Economics of Geographic Indications: A Review of Empirical
Evidence from Europe’, UNCTAD–ICTSD Project on IPRs and Sustainable Development Issue Paper
No. 8, May 2004, at 15.
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and Roquefort, are very well known. Others, such as Kolhapuri chappals from India or
Zhostovo metal painted trays from Russia, are more obscure. GIs are a particular focus
of European states. Indeed, enhanced GI protection has been widely understood as an
effort by the Old World to secure legal protection against the New, particularly for agricultural products.17 Agriculture is highly protected and subsidized in most advanced
industrial states, and farmers are often a politically powerful lobby. GI protection is
one arrow in the quiver of governments, particularly in European states, that seek to
protect their agricultural sector from low-cost competition from abroad. Falling at the
conﬂuence of agriculture, trade and intellectual property, GIs have become ‘a red-hot
issue’ in international law.18
A GI applies to a speciﬁc region within a given state.19 The relevant region can be
very large, and in some cases encompasses an entire state. For example, in 2005 the
European Court of Justice held that Greece had the exclusive right to call its famous
salty white cheese ‘feta’.20 The indication ‘Swiss-made’ is also a protected GI for
watches.21 Hence, within a GI-protected region there may be numerous distinct and
competing producers. Typically, national rules limit the use of a given GI to producers
who, in addition to residing in the designated region, follow speciﬁed manufacturing
practices and use particular ingredients. These rules aim to ensure that the authentic
and special quality claimed for the protected good is present in all products that carry
the GI. The connection between place of origin and quality of the product is usually
understood to be based on climate, geography and the like: on natural features of the
locale. The TRIPS Agreement deﬁnes a GI as an expression that identiﬁes a product
as originating in a particular region, ‘where a given quality, reputation, or other
characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its place of origin’.22 Thus, they
are geographic indications. Still, some believe that human skills also play a role. The
World Intellectual Property Organization, for instance, maintains that GIs can also
‘highlight speciﬁc qualities of a product which are due to human factors that can be
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Addor and Grazioli, ‘Geographical Indications Beyond Wines and Spirits’, 5 J World Int’l Pty (2002) 6.
For instance Australia, though a major wine producer, did not have any legislation dealing expressly
with GIs until TRIPS: see Battaglene, ‘The Australian Wine Industry Position on Geographic Indications’, Worldwide Symposium on Geographical Indications, 27–29 June 2005, available at: www.wipo.
org/meetings/2005/geo_pmf/en/presentations/doc/wipo_geo_pmf_05_battaglene.doc.
International Trademark Association Bulletin, Special Report on Geographical Indications (New York, International Trademark Association, 1 Sept. 2003), at 1.
We know of no example of a transnational geographic indication, though as a conceptual matter one
could plainly—and indeed ought to—exist, given that natural features do not correspond to political borders. Some GIs do not linguistically refer to a place; ‘Basmati’, for instance, is not a geographical name.
Das, ‘International Protection of India’s Geographic Indications with Special Reference to “Darjeeling”
Tea’, 9 J World Int’l Pty (2006) at 460.
Joined Cases C–465/02 and C–466/02, Federal Republic of Germany and Kingdom of Denmark v. Commission of the European Communities, [2005] ECR I–09115. This ruling bars other EU producers from using
the word ‘feta’ despite the fact that feta is not a place in Greece, or anywhere else for that matter. ‘Feta’ is a
Greek word roughly translatable as ‘slice’. We thank the scholar of trade law and cheese Petros Mavroidis
for this translation.
O’Connor, supra note 6, at 77.
TRIPS, supra note 1, art. 22(1).
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found in the place of origin of the products, such as speciﬁc manufacturing skills and
traditions’.23 As we discuss below, this ambiguity – do GIs refer solely to ﬁxed natural
features or also to (moveable) human skills? – has major implications for the normative justiﬁcation of GIs, as well as the question of who can legitimately use the GI and
who cannot.
TRIPS requires that WTO Member States provide the means for interested parties to
register GIs and to prevent any use of a GI that amounts to unfair competition or misleads the public as to the origin of the good. Member States also have a duty to refuse
or invalidate such misleading marks. The precise structure of the national systems for
registering and enforcing GIs is left to the parties to decide, but is subject to general
WTO rules on national treatment and non-discrimination. In 2005 Australia and the
US successfully challenged the EU’s system before the WTO Dispute Settlement Body,
arguing that it impermissibly discriminated against foreign products and persons. In
EC-Geographical Indications the WTO Panel dismissed some of the claims, yet held that
the European GI system failed to provide national treatment to foreign products.24
Not all types of GIs are treated in the same way by TRIPS. GIs for wines and spirits
receive enhanced protection – what we call here ‘absolute protection’. WTO Member
States must provide holders of such GIs with the legal means to prevent labelling that,
even if it indicates the true origin of a good, includes a GI with the qualiﬁcation ‘kind’,
‘style’, or the like. (There is an important grandfather clause exempting those who
have used a wine and spirits GI, such as champagne, for at least 10 years prior to the
entry into force of TRIPS.)25 The absolute protection standard for wine and spirits, in
other words, goes well beyond that for other products. TRIPS offers no rationale for
this bifurcation, though wine and spirits constitute the vast majority of GIs in some
countries. In the EU nearly 90 per cent of the registered GIs relate to wine and spirits,
and indeed some commentators argue that the absolute protection standard was
‘granted solely for the political reason of persuading the EC to join consensus on the
Uruguay Round’.26 The EU has subsequently compiled a list of 41 cheeses, meats and
other products that it believes should also enjoy absolute protection for relevant GIs.27
Whether, and how, to extend the absolute standard to new products is a major point
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‘About Geographic Indications’, available at: www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/about_geographical_ind.
html (last visited 20 Nov. 2006). O’Connor argues that a GI ‘is linked . . . to something more than mere
human creativity including topography, climate, or other factors independent from human creativity’:
O’Connor, supra note 6, at 113.
Dispute DS/174/R, EC–Protection of Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural Products and
Foodstuffs (2005). See Evans and Blakeney, supra note 7, at 595–604, for an analysis.
TRIPS, supra note 1, Art. 24. This provision aims to negotiate between the protection of existing trade
marks and customary terms, on the one hand, and the protection of GIs on the other. In practice a signiﬁcant number of erstwhile GI violations are harboured by this provision. Generic terms, such as Bermuda
shorts, are likewise covered by Art. 24.
Das, supra note 19, at 477. Percentages calculated are based on ﬁgures found in European Commission,
‘Why Do Geographical Indications Matter to Us?’, supra note 7.
‘WTO Talks: EU Steps up Bid for Better Protection of Regional Quality Products’, Press Release IP/03/1178
of 28 Aug. 2003, available at: http://europe.eu.int/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=IP/03/1178
(last visited 20 Nov. 2006).
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of contention in the current negotiations within the WTO. Rhetorically, the EU, and
others, have taken to referring to the unfair ‘discrimination’ faced by other non-wines
or spirits products.28
The TRIPS Agreement is not the ﬁrst invocation of GIs in international law, though
it is the most important. GI protection was part of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883), but under a different label (‘false indications’).
The 1891 Madrid Agreement for the Repression of False or Deceptive Indications also
addresses GIs, though it has relatively few parties. In the 20th century, the Lisbon
Agreement on Appellations of Origin (1958) set the standard until the negotiation
of TRIPS. National law on GIs is even older. French law ﬁrst addressed GIs in 1824,29
and plainly GIs existed as common signiﬁers for centuries if not millennia before that.
Nor is GI protection limited to the Old World. In the US the Federal Alcohol Administration Act of 1935 bars misleading labels on wine. More recently, California, the
centre of American wine-making, passed a statute requiring that any wine produced
or marketed in California and bearing the name ‘Napa’ contain at least 75 per cent
Napa Valley-grown grapes.30
Central to the GI concept is the idea that particular regions bestow unique qualities on foods and wines. This idea is often referred to, especially in the wine trade, by
the French word terroir. In its increasingly active media campaigns to promote GIdenominated foods, the European Commission deﬁned le goût du terroir as
a distinct, identiﬁable taste reminiscent of a place, region or locality. . . . Foods and beverages
that evoke the term terroir have signature qualities that link their taste to a speciﬁc soil with
particular climate conditions. Only the land, climate and expertise of the local people can produce the product that lives up to its name.31

Consequently, a GI-denominated product is not simply from a place; it is said to have
unusual, even unique qualities that the place alone can provide. In the recent Feta
case, for instance, the European Court of Justice argued that there was a close and
important interplay between natural geographic factors and human innovation in
the making of feta cheese. In the case of feta cheese, this interplay was said to include
the development of small native breeds of sheep and goats which are extremely tough and
resilient, ﬁtted for survival in an environment that offers little food in quantitative terms but,
in terms of quality, is endowed with an extremely diversiﬁed ﬂora, thus giving the ﬁnished
product its own speciﬁc aroma and ﬂavour. The interplay between the natural factors and the
speciﬁc human factors, in particular the traditional production method, which requires straining without pressure, has thus given Feta cheese its remarkable international reputation.32

28
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30
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32

‘Why Do Geographical Indications Matter to Us?’, supra note 7. See also Das, supra note 19, at 466,
promoting the wines and spirits standard for Indian GIs.
See generally O’Connor, supra note 6; Torsen, ‘Apples and Oranges (and Wine): Why the International
Conversation Regarding Geographic Indications is at a Standstill’, 87 J Patent and Trademark Office
Society (2005) 31, at 34–35.
See Bronco Wine Co v. Jolly, 33 Cal. 4th 943 (2004).
Available at www.eu-authentic-tastes-com/system/overview.html (visited on 16 Dec. 2005).
ECJ press release on the Feta judgment; Press release No 92/05, 25 Oct. 2005.
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GI protection means that producers outside a designated region cannot use recognized GIs, no matter how similar their product is to the GI-protected product.33 Even
the phrase méthode champenoise – which denotes a product or process method, rather
than any regional quality per se – has been held to be improper for German producers
of sparkling wine to employ on their labels.34 Although this restriction is an example
of what might be called creeping patentization, it is important to underscore that GIs
differ dramatically from patents in that the products from outside a GI region may be
identical to those from the GI region.35 These products, however, may not use the GI.
Hence, producers of sekt in Germany may employ the méthode champenoise, but cannot say so on the label. Likewise, producers of feta in Greece can now stop producers
in Denmark from using the name feta. But a virtually identical Danish cheese may still
be marketed under a different name, such as ‘Danish White Salty Sliced Cheese’. And
not just any cheese made in Greece can be called feta. Only white, crumbly, goat and
sheep’s milk cheeses made in Greece in a speciﬁc way qualify for the GI. Even the ﬁnal
preparation of a protected product has been held to contravene GI rights. In the recent
Prosciutto di Parma case before the European Court of Justice, the Conzorio del Prosciutto di Parma successfully sued two UK ﬁrms that imported whole hams and sliced
them in Britain, on the ground that the slicing and packaging of prosciutto di Parma
was central to the ham’s valuable reputation and therefore can only occur within the
limited region designated by the GI.36
As the Feta and Prosciutto di Parma disputes suggest, GIs are economically signiﬁcant monopoly rights that beneﬁciaries police aggressively. They are also signiﬁers
that aim to halt cultural appropriation by outsiders – a concern that resonates strongly
in an increasingly globalized world. In this sense, GIs resemble another frontier issue
in intellectual property law, namely ‘traditional knowledge’. Traditional knowledge is
understanding or skill, typically possessed by indigenous or local peoples over a signiﬁcant period of time, that relates to medical remedies, plant characteristics, folklore,
and the like.37 GIs and traditional knowledge share several attributes. At the core of
each are the concepts of heritage and authenticity. Both aim to help individuals or
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Recall, however, that TRIPS Art. 24 has grandfathered in the (mis)use of certain GIs.
Gulmann AG in Case C–306/93, SMW Winzersekt GmbH v. Land Rhineland-Pfalz [1995] ECR I–5555.
The theory of terroir suggests that this result is impossible. For more on terroir in the GI context see
Hughes, supra note 9. A recent econometric study claims that the contribution of terroir to valuable
wine is vastly overstated: see Styles, ‘Terroir Plays No Role, “Parker effect” adds 15% to Bordeaux, Study
Finds’ (22 Mar. 2005), available at: www.decanter.com/news/62518.html.
Case C–108/01, Consorzio del Prosciutto di Parma & Salumiﬁcio S. Rita SpA v. Asda Stores Ltd & Hygrade
Foods Ltd [2003] ECR I–05121, available at: http://curia.eu.int. See also Evans and Blakeney, supra
note 7, at 587–591.
An example of traditional knowledge is information relating to the medicinal uses of the neem tree, a
local plant commonly used in South Asia to address various ailments. On the protection of traditional
knowledge via intellectual property law generally see UK Commission Final Report, supra note 14, ch. 4;
Cottier and Panizzon, ‘Legal Perspectives on Traditional Knowledge: The Case for Intellectual Property Protection’, and Lange, ‘Traditional Knowledge, Folklore, and the Case for Benign Neglect’, both in
Maskus and Reichman, supra note 7; Bellmann et al., supra note 12.
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groups identify, protect and proﬁt from authentic, traditional practices. A GI such as
Rioja distinguishes ‘true’ Rioja wine from foreign red wine imitations; likewise, claims
about traditional knowledge, particularly those relating to cultural goods, assert that
a given song or practice was created or discovered by a distinct, identiﬁable group.
Both GIs and traditional knowledge typically attach, or purport to attach, to groups
rather than individuals. Lastly, neither has any temporal limitation. Indeed, it is central to both concepts that the protected practices or products are long-standing. As
a result of these commonalities, GIs, which are currently better protected than traditional knowledge in both national and international law, have been suggested as
a vehicle for the protection of traditional knowledge.38 Politically this linkage may
increase the salience of GIs among developing countries; GI protection has largely
been the subject of debate between the New World and the Old World until recently,
and traditional knowledge is largely, though not solely, said to exist in the South. To
date, however, the most valuable GIs remain in the North, not the South, and in practice the highest level of protection under TRIPS – for wines and spirits – also favours
northern producers.39
In short, at the conceptual core of GIs is a claim about authenticity and heritage. In an age of rapid economic integration and, often, consumer abundance, of a
‘McWorld’ that is increasingly similar around the globe, GIs purport to help individuals and groups identify, protect, and at times proﬁt from authentic production.40 A GI
such as champagne distinguishes ‘true’ champagne from other sparkling wines.
GI proponents believe that a similar product from a different region of the world
necessarily lacks the geographically-determined qualities of champagne. It is therefore a kind of fake or impostor. And in their focus on terroir, GIs provide a bulwark
against homogenization and industrial production of foodstuffs. Given the focus of GIs
on heritage, locality and ‘placeness’, it is unsurprising that GIs are championed by
those who oppose aspects of contemporary globalization, especially its despatializing
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and homogenizing characteristics.41 Yet, as we argue below, the very transnational
integration that globalization fosters has led to increased demand for GI protection.
The protection of GIs can thus be seen as a way to commodify and market placeness
and tradition in an increasingly global economy.

3 The Rise of Geographical Indications in
Economic Cooperation
Though we have made clear the role of cultural concerns in the GI debate,42 the ongoing effort to entrench GIs in international law has important economic underpinnings. The expansion of globalization and of world trade has led to increased demands
for international rules on GIs as a means to protect and enhance market share in artisanal products. To be sure, the broader international trend toward greater intellectual property protection has also aided this process. But at the same time globalization
has raised the value of property rights in GIs and, we argue, increased the incentives
for various actors to seek to create or strengthen intellectual property rights through
international agreements. Hence, though we do not dismiss non-economic factors,
and we recognize that many traditional producers feel passionately about the issue of
GI protection, our causal argument is chieﬂy economic. Speciﬁcally, we claim that:

•
•
•

falling trade barriers have lowered the prices of GI-protected goods and created
global markets out of previously discrete local markets;
goods similar to GI-protected goods exist in many states due to prior waves of
immigration, which brought skills and tastes to new locations; these goods now
compete with their ‘original’ forbears; and
rising wealth and falling food prices have increased the share of household income
available for niche food products, which are often marketed through GIs. The
increasing preference for artisanal products accentuates this trend.

High levels of international trade are of course not new. It is often forgotten that
world trade levels were quite high in the decades leading up to World War I, and it
was not until well into the 1970s that equivalent levels were reached. Post-war globalization differed from late 19th century globalization in many ways, however.43 Most
germane here is the nature of international trade, which was, in the post-war era,
marked by a far larger percentage of intra-industry trade. Pre-World War I integration was characterized largely by inter-industry trade: that is, trade of one kind of
good (steam engines) for something completely different (rubber). Contemporary
41
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globalization is distinctive in that we see ﬁrms and products from many states now
competing directly in integrated markets. Japanese cars vie with German, American,
Swedish and Korean cars for dominance in the global market. Likewise, agricultural
products, especially high-end artisanal products such as wines, meats and cheeses,
now increasingly compete globally with their foreign imitators and rivals.
Increasing global trade in GI-related products in the post-war era resulted mainly
from three interrelated factors of a technological, economic and political nature,
respectively. The ﬁrst was a precipitous drop in transportation costs. Containerization, shipping improvements and transcontinental aircraft permit transport over long
distances at a strikingly low cost. Products that once could not be successfully traded
over long distances now can be shipped around the globe cheaply and rapidly. The
second factor is the establishment of international trade agreements, such as the WTO
itself, which have markedly lowered tariffs and, more recently, reined in non-tariff
barriers as well. The third is increased economic demand on the part of consumers
in wealthy countries for GI-marked food, drink and other products. These three factors have dramatically increased the ﬂow of many foods across frontiers and created
global markets out of local or regional markets. The result is that traditional artisanal
products, such as champagne, Roquefort, and Russian caviar, now compete much
more directly with their newer variants, such as Australian sparkling wines, Iowa
blue cheese, and California paddleﬁsh roe.
A powerful example, and one that is absolutely central to the current debate over
GIs, is the world wine industry. For centuries Europe dominated the world’s wine market, though the vast majority of production was for local consumption. Well into the
1960s less than 10 per cent of global wine production was traded internationally.
Today, the proportion of wine traded internationally is 25 per cent, and rising rapidly.44 For the US and the EU, the two major powers in world trade, wine is a highly
traded product and is overlain with cultural conflict: New World technique versus
Old World terroir. Yet, despite differences in approach and style, most US wine exports
go to the EU. In 2004, global US wine exports exceeded $736 million, with exports to
the European Community over $487 million.45 For European producers, wine imports
are now a major threat. Europe may soon, for the ﬁrst time in recorded history, import
more wine than it exports.46
World wine competition, though segmented by price, is thus increasingly ﬁerce.
Many of the wines sold on the world market employ varietal grape names, such as
Pinot Noir, but many also use famous place names such as Champagne or Chablis to
signal their style and type. In this competitive environment, well-protected GI rights
are compelling. The legal power to restrict the use of the words ‘Chianti’, ‘Champagne’,
or ‘Rioja’ to certain products and producers confers a decided economic advantage
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against competitors. And all else being equal, the larger the market is, the higher is the
economic value of the GI.
The causal impact of global markets on the creation of legal rights in GIs has been
enhanced by two additional factors. First, the prior diffusion of traditional techniques
of production created fertile soil for the later assertion of GIs in international law. Past
waves of immigration, particularly around the turn of the 19th century, brought millions of farmers and artisans from Europe to the Americas and elsewhere. These immigrants brought with them their food products and, more importantly, their traditional
production methods and recipes. Once settled, they often recreated the products they
had known at home. The history of wine production is again instructive. Wine grapes
were widely planted in California in the 19th century, with the result that today Napa
Valley, Sonoma, Mendocino, and the Santa Ynez Valley are highly regarded winegrowing regions. Likewise, wine grapes were ﬁrst planted in Australia in 1788 and
in New Zealand three decades later.47 For a small range of high-value, non-perishable
products – primarily spirits – this process of diffusion through immigration created
some minimal level of economic competition centuries ago. For most other products,
however, international trade in agricultural goods was quite low until the 1960s,
but has since accelerated rapidly. The non-European share of global wine exports, for
example, increased over 600 per cent since the early 1990s.48 Much of this wine is
inexpensive, but not all – and in any event, cheap New World wines compete favourably with cheap Old World wines, which are increasingly exported from their country
of origin.
Second, over the last 50 years household incomes have risen across much of the
globe while food costs have dropped.49 In this process, the place of high-value food
products in daily diets has grown.50 Luxury goods, once limited to a tiny coterie of
the wealthy, have become widely accessible. This trend dovetails with a heightened
awareness of and afﬁnity for regional cuisines and wines on the part of many consumers. Producers of Indiana corn or Australian wheat do not claim GIs (though
Finland apparently claims a potato).51 Rather, GIs are typically asserted for cheeses,
wines, spirits, watches, and other highly-specialized artisanal products.52 For some
47
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products, like ﬁne wines, silk and tea, long-distance trade has long existed. But the
volume of such trade is much higher today – as the wine trade makes abundantly
clear. Enhanced global competition in luxury goods markets has raised the incentives
for producers to claim and assert GIs in the world’s marketplaces as a way of appealing to consumers fascinated by local traditions and authentic products. The apotheosis of these varied trends is perhaps the ‘Artisanal Cheese Club’, which airships to its
members a set of regional, usually GI-protected, cheeses from around the world each
month, along with tasting notes and wine suggestions.53
Europe, with its long and rich agricultural tradition, is at the forefront of the effort
to expand GI protection. This is true not only for its well-known products but also its
less well known, such as turron de Alicante, a nougat candy from Spain, and grappa
del Friuli, a grape-derived spirit from Italy. In 1992 the EU created a system to
protect GI-denominated food products. The European Commission also actively promotes European GIs abroad. For example, the EU’s ‘EAT’ campaign – for ‘European
Authentic Tastes’ – has run advertisements in major newspapers and magazines abroad extolling the authenticity of true champagne and denigrating other
champagne-style wines as impostors.54 The EU favours expanded GI rights in part
because its Member States are home to many famous food products. Nevertheless,
Europe also has a relatively high proportion of its population employed in agriculture –
some four per cent compared to one per cent in the US.55 This is especially true for
the southern states of Europe, and unsurprisingly the vast bulk of GI activity and
litigation in Europe stems from the ﬁve states of France, Spain, Italy, Greece and
Portugal.56 The increasing pressure on the EU to reduce subsidies to farmers by
reforming the Common Agricultural Policy only enhances the attractiveness of
using GIs to gain market share internationally. As Pascal Lamy, a former high EU
trade ofﬁcial and currently Director-General of the WTO, stated: ‘[T]he future of
European agriculture lies not in quantity of exports but quality. . . . That is why we
are ﬁghting to stop appropriation of the image of our products and improve protection.’57 Faced with an onslaught of inexpensive wine and other agricultural products
from the New World, often bearing European place names, EU countries have sought
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to use the international intellectual property system to assert quality, segment markets, and protect their national producers from what they deem unfair competition.
By contrast, the US and other New World producers tend to oppose strong GI protection, especially at the WTO level. In response to EU initiatives to expand protection in
TRIPS, the Australian Ambassador to the WTO pointedly stated that ‘Europe is seeking to rewrite’ the TRIPS Accord.58 EU demands to expand GI protection, moreover,
would ‘introduce a new form of subsidy for selected European food producers’, while
also extending a ‘new form of neo-colonialism on its former territories by preventing
them from using terms which are now generic in their territories’.59 These views are
shared elsewhere in the New World. As a US Commerce Department ofﬁcial recently
declared:
Make no mistake, what the EU is asking for is not fair treatment; it’s preferential treatment,
it’s nothing less than a subsidy of European agriculture interests through claw back of generic
terms. If adopted, the EU’s demands could undermine the world’s systematic approach to intellectual property protections, and not just for GIs.60

Of course, neither the US nor Australia rejects the concept of GIs altogether. In fact,
the US protects 150 of its own viticultural GIs, including such seemingly unremarkable designations as the ‘Mississippi Delta’ wine-growing region. Australia has its own
famous wine regions, including the McLaren Vale and Hunter Valley. In the recent
US-Australia Free Trade Agreement, the respective trade ministers signed a side letter
conﬁrming that both Bourbon whisky and Tennessee whisky would be protected GIs
in Australia.61 What New World critics largely oppose is the extension of the absolute
protection standard of GI protection to new food products, as well as various proposed
procedural extensions that would have the effect of further entrenching the absolute
standard in international law.
Developing countries take mixed positions on GI protection. Many favour GIs for
their famous products: Mexico, for example, for tequila and mezcal, and India for basmati rice and Darjeeling tea.62 Some have also pushed in the ongoing Doha Round for
an extension of the absolute standard to other goods, arguing that non-alcohol products ought to receive the same level of protection.63 At the same time, some developing
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nations recognize that GI protection is intertwined with other policies of industrialized
nations that they oppose. These policies are currently on the WTO negotiating agenda,
such as substantial farm subsidies that often harm farmers in developing countries. GI
conﬂicts at the WTO may in some cases simply be prefatory moves aimed at creating
bargaining chips for later use in larger negotiating battles.
In sum, the intensifying shift from local to global markets that marks the contemporary world economy both permits information and innovations – in the form of GIs – to
ﬂow out, and new competition, often employing these innovations, to ﬂow in.64 Globalization raises the returns from assertions of property rights in GIs. According to the
European Commission, GI-labelled cheeses from France command a premium of two
euros per kilo over French non-GI cheeses.65 Extending this market premium worldwide
is plainly attractive to producers. Thus, it is no coincidence that GIs have become part
of the international debate just as world trade is reaching record levels and economies
are integrated ever more deeply. By no means do economic incentives drive all property
claims. Many GI proponents plainly fear the levelling and homogenizing encroachment
of global competition, even as they seek to capitalize on it through intellectual property
law. Yet as the vast literature on the evolution of property rights illustrates, actors tend
to demand new property rights when underlying costs and beneﬁts shift in fundamental ways.66 The rise of GIs in international law exempliﬁes this process.

4 Is the Law of Geographical Indications Justiﬁed?
So far we have described the conceptual basis of GIs and offered a causal account of
the economic and political forces that have thrust them in the last decade onto the
global trade and intellectual property agenda. In this section we evaluate the case for
GI protection: Why, and to what degree, should GI rights be protected by international
law? GIs are often debated in terms of ‘piracy’ and misappropriation. But this rhetoric
presupposes the existence of valid property rights; it does not justify the underlying
property rights. GIs closely resemble trademarks, and trademarks are usually justiﬁed
under a consumer-based rationale: they are protected so as to reduce the confusion and
limit consumers’ search costs in the marketplace.67 Nevertheless, to be thorough, we
assess the force of a wide range of possible justiﬁcations for GIs, not only those deployed
in favour of trademarks, and not only those typically applied to intellectual property
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rights.68 We begin with the most fundamental justiﬁcations for property rights, and
end with those associated with trademark protection, the intellectual property right
most similer to GIs in function. Probably no robust property right – whether in real or
intellectual property – can be defended on the basis of any single justiﬁcation, unless
one’s idée maîtresse is utility. GIs are no exception. We are not wedded to efﬁciency
as the sole rationale for property rights. Consequently, we bring in arguments that
appeal to utility or efﬁciency only in some targeted form, such as an incentive to innovate or to protect against confusion among consumers, rather than a broad appeal to
whatever maximizes preference-satisfaction across all individuals.
As we demonstrate below, many traditional rationales for property rights fail to
justify protection for GIs, at least in the form in which they are currently protected
by international law. The conceptual basis of GIs poses two signiﬁcant challenges
in this regard, challenges that have received surprisingly little attention but which
underscore the weak foundation of GI protection. First, property rationales grounded
in moral rights or desert attributable to individuals can be marshalled to justify GI
protection, but at a great cost. These theories suggest that individuals, not regions,
ought to enjoy GIs and, moreover, that individuals who emigrate from a GI-associated
region ought to continue to enjoy some aspects of the GI wherever they may relocate.
Existing international law, of course, is aimed precisely at preventing emigrants, and
their offspring, from using GIs originated elsewhere. Second, the more GI rights are
justiﬁed with reference to human innovation, incremental improvements in quality, and the like, the less attributable the characteristics of the GI-protected good are
to the local area. Yet conceptually, GIs rest fundamentally on a connection between
place and product. Hence the more human factors – which are moveable – matter,
the weaker is the rationale for protecting a GI only in a speciﬁed region. In short, both
of these challenges suggest that GIs, if they are to be protected, must be available to
those who emigrate to new locales far from the original area which supplies the ‘geographic’ element of the mark.
We nonetheless argue that some modest legal protection of GIs is defensible under
a mix of various justiﬁcations, with consumer confusion and search costs looming
the largest. As a result, we contend that the TRIPS standard for non-wine and spirits
products – essentially, that only misleading uses of protected GIs are banned – is justiﬁed. Consequently, we agree that a Spanish or Californian producer of blue cheese
ought to be permitted to label her product ‘Roquefort-style Blue from Catalonia’ or
‘Sonoma County Roquefort Cheese: Product of California’. But she may not use simply
the phrase ‘Roquefort’, even if her cheese tastes remarkably like Roquefort. By contrast, the absolute protection standard, which disallows any use of a GI for wine and
spirits even if the true location of origin is made clear, is a different matter. This rule is
unjustiﬁed by any compelling theory of property and has pernicious economic effects.
We therefore conclude that the international legal standard for all GI-denominated
68
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products should track that which TRIPS currently embodies for non-alcohol-based
products. The existing wines and spirits standard should be eliminated, not extended.

A Labour and Desert
A principle of desert based on labour is favoured by many theorists of property, and is often
associated with John Locke.69 As typically expounded, a labour-desert principle is meritbased; it conceives of persons as agents who, by their actions, deserve or merit something
as a result. If property rights are deserved, their scope and strength must somehow be
commensurate with the labour that grounds them. This principle is often invoked, with
variable success, to support property rights in inventions and works of literature and
art as well as land, moveable goods, and so forth. If the principle is pressed into service
for GIs, its justiﬁcatory force is decidedly limited. Perhaps the originators of the product
associated with a particular region deserve property rights in the phrase ‘prosciutto di
Parma’ or in ‘Bordeaux’ wine, but they are long dead. From a Lockean perspective, it is
hard to see why their remote descendants or unrelated later inhabitants of the region
should deserve an intellectual property right in products that they did not originate.
An obvious objection is that property rights are often transferred from one person
to another over time. Careful expositions of the labour-desert principle stress that the
principle on its own does not support an unrestricted power to transfer property.70
Indeed, some theorists argue on these grounds that inheritance of property should
be restricted.71 Others contend that a labour-desert principle, as applied to land and
moveable goods, justiﬁes broad powers to transfer only if whatever constraints that
apply to the original acquisition continue to be satisﬁed, and that steep taxes on gratuitous transfers are in order.72 Combining utility or efﬁciency concerns with a labourdesert principle can help to justify the common power to transfer full ownership.73 For
instance, appealing to the preferences of both buyers and sellers of land helps to show
that what Anglo-American property lawyers call a fee simple absolute, or full ownership, conduces to a useful, smoothly-functioning system of land transfer. But by itself,
a labour-desert principle could support no such system. It is therefore no surprise
that economists argue that economic efﬁciency undergirds a limited number of types
of property rights, of which a fee simple absolute would be the most conspicuous.74
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Thinkers have yet to consider whether such philosophical and economic arguments
can show that remote descendants of originators, or unrelated later inhabitants of a
region, should have an intellectual property right in products that they did not themselves invent. We take up such arguments later in this article under the headings of
incentives to innovate and the prevention of consumer confusion. For the moment let
it sufﬁce to note that it is highly doubtful that a labour-desert principle by itself justiﬁes
GI rights for originators’ descendants or later inhabitants of a region.
One might try to sidestep this problem by stressing improvements to prosciutto di
Parma and Bordeaux wine by later producers. This move requires an inquiry into matters of fact. Have improvements been made? If so, who made them and when? Did the
improvements involve small increments or great strides forward? Only when answers
to these empirical questions emerge will it be possible to assess labour-desert arguments
for improvers of GI-protected products. But three points are immediately clear. First,
the application of an improvement-based labour-desert principle to GIs will almost certainly be fact-speciﬁc. A single package of GI rights for all regional producers, which
can number in the hundreds, cannot ﬁt this rationale. Second, these rights are apt to be
modest, because the desert of improvers will often be narrowly incremental and cannot
by deﬁnition partake of the desert of originators or earlier improvers. For example, we
might ask whether the quality of Bordeaux wines today is primarily the result of recent
innovations in wine-making technique. To some degree, the answer is yes; the science of
oenology has taken great strides in recent decades. Yet Bordeaux has a long and fabled
history as a wine-making region, and it is plainly not the case that most, or even much,
of the current value of Bordeaux wines results from recent innovations in wine-making.
Third, and arguably most signiﬁcantly, GI rights would not be linked, on this rationale,
with regions as such, but instead with individuals and ﬁrms. These actors can move, and
historically have moved, to new regions. There is no good reason under a labour-desert
rationale why the property rights they enjoy in GIs would not move with them.
A subtly different defence would stress maintaining the quality and artisanal methods
of production of a GI-labelled good over time. Without doubt some effort and investment go into preserving attributes of a GI-labelled good. The effort could also ground
desert, which in turn could justify granting property rights to GIs. Still, as with
improvements, the proportion of desert-tied effort and investment of current maintainers is unlikely to be very large compared to the desert of prior originators, improvers
and maintainers. Hence, it would follow that these property rights would be weak.
Moreover, this rationale runs into an important conceptual problem noted above.
The very notion of a GI rests on characteristics that result not only from human techniques but, critically and substantially, from the speciﬁc and special natural qualities
of that region. GIs embody, in short, a claim to a place-quality nexus. This focus on
locality does not ﬁt with labour-desert at all. To stress that a product’s quality is chieﬂy
locality-related, such as Carrara marble, says little or nothing about producers and
their deserts. (The same argument applies to claims about improvement in quality,
discussed above.) Further, arguments for GIs of this sort would work best only for the
least-processed products. And consequently it would work poorly for most of the GIs
claimed in practice, which concern wines, spirits and artisanal foodstuffs. In sum, the
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very conceptual basis of GIs as a locality-based signiﬁer poses serious problems for a
theory of desert based on human improvements. The more a desert rationale for GI
protection hangs on human improvements and inputs, the less central a given locality
is to product quality.
As we mentioned earlier, it is not unknown for GIs to be based entirely on human
rather than natural inputs. Swiss watches are perhaps the best-known example.
‘Swiss’ and ‘Swiss-made’ are legally protected GIs. Would labour-desert theory better justify property rights for this kind of GI? Although a GI shorn of all geographic
qualities is more readily justiﬁed by labour-desert theory, such a defence of GIs raises
other serious problems. Most signiﬁcantly, this argument requires that those skilled
individuals who emigrate to a new location outside the border of the GI be able to
avail themselves of the GI. If the source of product quality is human skill and not natural features, there is by deﬁnition no necessary connection to regional borders. So if
labour-desert arguments can justify a GI such as ‘Swiss-made’, those Swiss craftsmen
who move their facilities just across the border into France ought to be able to use the
GI as well, for it is their human skill, not the climate or soil of Geneva, that imparts a
special quality to the watches they produce. Likewise, Swiss watch craftsmen who
relocate to Thailand ought to enjoy the same right. Such a result is completely at odds
with the existing legal regime. This is not to say that protection of Swiss GI for watches
is unwarranted, only that a labour-desert theory cannot justify the existing regime of
geographically-based indicators.

B Firstness
Arguments from ﬁrstness, or priority, surface in at least two different ways as a defence
of property rights. One is as a justiﬁcation for an institution of property generally or
at least as a justiﬁcation of certain types of property: those who claimed it ﬁrst have
a legitimate claim. Yet ﬁrstness does not work well as a general justiﬁcation unless it
brings in elements from Locke’s famous arguments for property.75 The other way is as
a justiﬁcation for who should have property rights in a given thing, sometimes called
particular justiﬁcation.76 This use presupposes that other underlying justiﬁcations for
property have already proved sound. In property law, ﬁrstness sometimes functions
as a particular justiﬁcation when disputes over desert or incentives prove difﬁcult to
decide. Assigning a property right to the party who was ‘ﬁrst’ promotes order because
often priority can be determined even when other things cannot. Thus, property
rights to a wild animal might be given to the ﬁrst person who captures it. Lurking in
this thinking is often some form of a desert claim, for granting ownership to those who
are second or third would equally promote order.
Some theorists of property rights contend that Lockean justiﬁcations, which are often
identiﬁed or associated with ﬁrstness, support strong property rights in, for example,
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inventions, songs and literary works.77 However, others argue against Lockean justiﬁcations of exclusive control over access to and the use of intellectual works. Seana
Shiffrin, for example, contends that there is a Lockean presumption against natural,
private rights over intellectual property.78 Although Shiffrin identiﬁes different understandings of the ‘intellectual commons’, her argument presumes that ‘initial common
ownership applies to intellectual property’.79 One might question this presumption on
the ground that many intellectual commons are open-access resources rather than
owned in common. For open-access resources, arguments grounded in ﬁrstness have
some bite. For resources owned in common, arguments invoking ﬁrstness would be
harder to make. But even if one assumes that ﬁrstness has some justiﬁcatory force,
it fails to justify GIs decisively. The ﬁrst people to make Roquefort or Chianti are long
dead. Again it is difﬁcult to see why their remote descendants should be able to invoke
ancestral ﬁrstness after 100 or 200 years – or more. But even if one grants this claim,
it is especially hard to see why only those descendants still in France or Italy, and not
the many who emigrated in decades past to other nations, should enjoy this right.
Moreover, the actual history of developments within a region affects the force of an
argument from ﬁrstness. The most favourable case for this argument is when many
producers hit upon the relevant techniques simultaneously. Much less favourable
is the case where only one or a very few producers develop the relevant techniques
and over time other producers in the region copy them. Suppose that feta cheese was
initially produced only by Georgios, Charmides and Menon in a small area of present-day
Greece. Over the next centuries other cheese-makers in Greece copy their techniques.
Even if today we can identify our mythical trio, it is, at ﬁrst blush, hard to understand
why all contemporary Greek cheese producers should have a GI of indeﬁnite duration
in feta cheese. This point is particularly valid in a global economy. It is hard to fathom
why under a ﬁrstness rationale a French agribusiness conglomerate, which purchases
a local Greek feta factory, ought to be able to avail themselves of a legally protected GI.
Similarly, it is difﬁcult to grasp why an American professor of international law, who
owns shares in a mutual fund that invests in the conglomerate that buys a Greek
cheese factory, ought to enjoy the rents accruing from robust GI protection for Greek
feta.80 Some other rationale must operate to justify these forms of transfer.
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C Moral Right of the Author and the Community
Continental intellectual property law stresses the moral right of the author much
more than Anglo-American law does. Drawn from Kant and Hegel, the idea of moral
right traditionally emphasizes the way in which the author has projected his or her
personality into the work. Can this theory justify rights in GIs? Perhaps the community of producers is a group of persons extended over time that plays a role in the
creation and continued use of the GI. Although it stretches the concept of personality
to apply it to groups, overtones of moral right theory can readily be discerned in the
debate over GIs today. Still, the argument thus adapted is not especially powerful. As
with our earlier discussion of desert, GIs involve much else besides the efforts of the
community over time. By deﬁnition they involve the natural attributes of the locality,
such as the existence of native plants and a local climate for which no human beings
can take credit.
To illustrate, consider the central idea of terroir. The most extreme arguments about
terroir in the wine industry hold that even if precisely the same grapes and techniques
are used in Sonoma, California as in the region of Médoc, the concept of a ‘California
Médoc-style wine’ is oxymoronic. A wine could be Médoc-style only if it came from
Médoc. This argument leaves little room for human input and hence scant purchase
for moral right theory. But perhaps human inputs can be smuggled back in by asserting that the Médoc wine community can take pride in the way it makes effective use
of its local terroir. Or perhaps the community, over time, has hit upon the best techniques to match its microclimate and soil.81 Echoes of this symbiotic view of human
and natural factors can be found in the ECJ Feta decision.82 As a general matter, we do
not believe that the existence of a non-human element necessarily vitiates a possible
moral right of the author or the community. A photographer who takes pictures of the
sea or a craggy mountain peak could invoke a moral right of the author as part of the
basis for a copyright in the photographs. Similarly, winemakers who take advantage
of the soil and microclimate of Médoc and work together, or borrow from one another,
to make Médoc wine could claim that a moral right of their community exists. Such a
right could be part of the ground for GI protection for Médoc wine.
This approach salvages moral right theory, but only momentarily. There are at
least two problems with this argument as applied to GIs. First, the concept of a group
personality bound up in a particular product is certainly weaker than the concept of
an individual’s personality bound up in his or her creations, if for no other reason than
that personality is a concept tied to personhood. Second, and much more signiﬁcantly,
moral right theory would seem to preclude copying not of the GI itself, insofar as it is
merely a label, but rather of the underlying product: in this example, Médoc wine.
Given this second point, international law arguably ought to intervene to protect the
copying of the Médoc style and technique, not the GI itself (or at a minimum, not just
the GI). Such a right would be much broader than what currently exists, more akin to
a patent than a GI. In short, this argument proves too much.
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This case for GIs is nonetheless somewhat stronger than arguments that rest on
ﬁrstness or desert. The latter arguments hinge on the different contributions of different individuals over time. It is harder to present ﬁrstness or desert based on labour
as a justiﬁcation for a group right. But to speak of the moral right of the community
is already congenial to the possibility of a group right. The ‘group’ would extend
throughout a region and across time. In the case of Médoc wine, the group or community would include those who planted and grew the relevant vines, harvested the
grapes, and made them into wine, from the beginning down to the present day. Yet it
is challenging in practice to deﬁne the relevant ‘community’. If the GI is quite broad,
such as Champagne, the community of producers is less likely to be closely knit. Thus,
the moral right of the community seems more plausible and compelling when the GI
is rather narrower, such as Entre Deux Mers or Turron de Alicante. But as we have
pointed out before, there is a fatal ﬂaw here: individuals move in and out of regions. If a
long-standing producer moves to a new, geographically very similar region in another
state or across the globe, why should he or she lose community-member status? If the
notion here is that the personality of the community is projected into its products and
this projection justiﬁes legal protection via property rights, then it is again hard to see
why community members who move just outside the borders of a GI region cannot
still avail themselves of the GI. Yet there is another, equally fatal objection. It is hard,
if not harder, to see why a perfect stranger from a far-away community can move into
the region and thus avail him or herself of the GI. Yet this is precisely what current GI
law permits. In short, moral rights justiﬁcations for property ﬁt uneasily at best with
the existing protection of GIs. To the degree that they do ﬁt, they demand a radically
different legal structure from that currently in place in international law.

D Incentives to Innovate, Maintain Quality and Market
The most common argument for intellectual property rights, especially in AngloAmerican law, rests on appeals to utility: unless one recognized such rights, there
would not be enough incentive to innovate, and the world would have to do without
the beneﬁts of innovation. Of course, this argument needs to be calibrated. We want
to have optimal incentives – namely, those that will elicit the most valuable products at the lowest cost. As Mark Lemley argues, making intellectual property rights
excludable is only justiﬁable from this perspective if it creates value and if the right
granted properly distinguishes between uses that interfere with incentives to create or
maintain and those that do not.83 Still, even if we could optimize these incentives, they
scarcely seem pertinent to GIs. Whoever ﬁrst began to develop Antigua coffee and
Rioja wine, and even members of the ﬁrst several generations of developers, are long
in the grave. No incentive can operate on them. And because Antigua coffee and Rioja
wine now exist, and indeed have long histories, no need arises to provide a continuing
incentive to innovate to the current generation. The same could, of course, be said
of existing patents or copyrighted works. The argument in favour of continued protection is instead to incentivize new creations: in our case, new GIs. Unlike patented
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inventions and copyrighted works, however, GIs in and of themselves are not useful
or desirable. Like trademarks, they are signs. To give incentives for the creation of new
signs, without creating new underlying goods that they refer to, is largely pointless.
We have frequently noted that GIs resemble trademarks in their potentially unlimited duration and in their ability to convey information to consumers. They also supply incentives to producers to maintain quality because consumers know to look to
the mark as shorthand for a bundle of qualities. However, trademarks typically provide incentives to particular ﬁrms, for BMW, say, to sell automobiles with particular
and consistent qualities. GIs, by contrast, apply to large sets of individuals and ﬁrms
within a region, or even to entire countries, as for Greek feta or Swiss watches.84 GIs
consequently face serious collective-action problems with regard to quality maintenance: each producer faces an incentive to lower quality, if quality is expensive, and
free-ride on the quality of others within the GI. Typically this collective-action problem is alleviated by some regulatory process that polices quality and technique among
producers within the GI. Hence the policing methods employed – only this grape, only
that minimum age before release – are often aimed at ensuring that quality does not
undergo a race to the bottom. This difference between GIs and trademarks weakens
still further and spreads even more thinly an incentive to invest in maintaining the
reputation of a place name.
Is there nonetheless an incentive fostered by GIs to improve goods to which GI labels
attach? Some improvements may relate to the process rather than the good or product
itself. Present-day Greeks may learn how to make equivalently good feta cheese faster
or more cheaply, and they have an incentive to do so because their proﬁts may rise or
their share of the global cheese market may increase. Yet GI protection is not necessary in order to have this incentive (trademark certainly supplies it, as may patent),
though GI protection may enhance this incentive. For example, the winemakers of
Bordeaux go to a good deal of trouble and expense to promote their wine. The wine
must be made from certain grapes in a particular way. The continued-improvement
argument gets some traction from the idea that others ought not to be able to intercept and appropriate the fruits of the efforts of Bordeaux winemakers to improve their
wine quality. This rationale runs into a familiar problem: the more that improvement
is found, the less the product’s qualities rest on its locational qualities, such as climate
or soil. This point does not vitiate the continued-improvement argument. It may be
that granting geographically-based property rights is a good way to promote improvement. Still, it plainly cuts against the existing conception of GIs, which rests fundamentally on a place-quality connection.
Finally, GIs can also be said to give an incentive to market products identiﬁed by
place names or similar identiﬁers. Suppose that 10,000 farmers grow basmati rice.
If most farmers are small producers rather than large agribusiness ﬁrms, no single
small producer has much to gain from putting money into the marketing of basmati
rice, or perhaps even in creating a collective mark. But if GI protection is available,
a large group of small producers has an incentive to promote basmati rice as a
84
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high-quality good and to ﬁght off alleged impostors. Though good for producers, it is
less clear whether, on balance, this incentive is good for consumers. If it were to lead
to improvement in the quality of basmati rice over time, improvement that but for the
GI protection would not have occurred, that would add force to this argument.

E Preventing Confusion
The most powerful argument in favour of legal protection for GIs is also the simplest,
and it tracks the most powerful argument for trademarks. Trademarks are conventionally defended as a way to prevent confusion among consumers and to lower their
search costs.85 Trademarks enable consumers to better distinguish among different and competing products in the marketplace. In turn, ﬁrms have an incentive to
increase or maintain quality in order to retain customers. The trademark then persists as long as it retains its signiﬁcance for consumers – what trademark law refers to
as ‘acquired distinctiveness’ or ‘secondary meaning’. GIs are also signiﬁers that help
consumers to distinguish products in the marketplace, and to associate certain qualities with particular products. GIs differ from trademarks, however, in that they are
highly aggregated, with numerous producers sharing the use of the GI. A GI such as
champagne refers to a large and varied class of sparkling wines within which there are
dozens of producers. Trademarks such as Veuve Cliquot and Pol Roger, by contrast,
belong to individual ﬁrms.
The far larger scale of the typical GI somewhat undermines the consumerconfusion rationale. The more aggregated a class of goods, the less likely it is that
consumers can identify and associate a particular set of qualities with a given GI. Consider a GI of ‘French wine’. There is little, perhaps nothing, other than the presence
of alcohol and grapes, that links the wide array of wines from such a diverse state
as France. A narrower GI such as ‘Bordeaux’ begins to tell the consumer more, but
even here variation within the region can be striking. Further demarcations (‘Entre
Deux Mers’) can narrow the scope of quality further. Yet even at this level substantial
differences among producers plainly exist. This inherent heterogeneity is one reason
why GIs do not attach to just any producer that exists within a given region. Rather,
producers seek to ensure that the techniques and styles of all the GI-protected products are moderately uniform. Usually, however, these rules pertain to processes rather
than outcomes. These aggregation problems undermine the force of consumer confusion as a rationale. Nonetheless, just as the restriction of the mark ‘Chanel’ ensures
that consumers purchase the true article, and not a counterfeit, if any liquor could be
called Scotch whisky, at least some consumers might not get what they think they
are paying for. This point underlies the ‘passing off’ of shoddy goods as the esteemed
goods of a competitor, and passing off has long been barred in many legal systems as
an unfair method of competition.
It is easy to prevent the confusion associated with passing off through labelling
requirements. Producers of prosciutto di Parma will ﬁnd their interests protected if
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makers of Jamon Serrano put ‘Not the Same as Prosciutto di Parma’ on their labels.
Requiring producers to do so, or, more realistically, to use labels that say ‘Prosciutto
Ham: Product of Germany’ makes eminent sense from the perspective of preventing
consumer confusion. Following this principle, TRIPS prevents ‘the use of any means
in the designation or presentation of a good that indicates or suggests that the good in
question originates in a geographical area other than the true place of origin in a manner which misleads the public as to the geographical origin of the good’.86 Consumers
who seek a particular product for its special qualities can, as a result, easily distinguish
between the authentic original and an imitator from another region or nation.
Likewise, French vintners will be protected if Australian winemakers put the following on their labels: ‘Product of Australia: Burgundy-style wine’. As in the prosciutto
example, such practices sufﬁce to keep consumers from confusing products from one
region with another, perhaps more well-known, region. Yet the TRIPS Agreement
currently subjects wine and spirits (though not beer) to a standard of absolute protection. Under Article 23, use of a protected GI for wine and spirits must be prevented
‘even where the true origin of the goods is indicated or the geographical indication
is used in translation or accompanied by expressions such as “kind”, “type”, “style”,
“imitation” or the like’.87 This rule thus blocks any invocation of a protected GI for
wine and spirits, even if the label makes perfectly clear that the product is not from the
GI-protected region.
The absolute protection standard, consequently, is not grounded in a consumerconfusion rationale, since no consumer would be confused by a label reading ‘Imitation Champagne from New Zealand’. Moreover, the absolute protection standard
can foment confusion. It is often hard to market a similar product with a different
name without using or referencing a well-known GI. Consider madeira, a fortiﬁed
wine traditionally made in the Portuguese islands off the west coast of Africa. Unless
a Chilean winemaker can use a phrase such as ‘Madeira-style’ or ‘tastes like Madeira’,
or ‘Chilean Madeira wine’, the consumer will not know what to expect. It is hard to
grasp how such invocations increase consumer confusion. The same is true for search
costs. It will not sufﬁce for the Chilean producer to substitute ‘fortiﬁed sweet wine’ for
‘Madeira-style wine’ because port and sherry also fall under this rubric. Over time an
avid oenophile may discover, through trial and error or by reading specialty magazines, that Chile produces a fortiﬁed wine much like Madeira but cheaper. Yet the
search costs involved in this scenario are far higher than they would be if the label
simply read ‘Chilean Madeira-style wine’.
The net result of the heightened legal protection for wines and spirits GIs in TRIPS
is to allow those GI holders both to capture market share and keep their prices at a
supra-competitive level. GIs, like all intellectual property rights, are monopoly rights.88
Monopolists can demand supra-competitive prices precisely because they are shielded
from competition that would otherwise be present. Under the TRIPS rule, consumers
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are likely to pay more because they are unaware of a comparable or similar product
made elsewhere, a result that plainly runs counter to the idea of aiding consumers.
And some potential imitators cannot get started at all if they are unable to market
their product effectively. Consequently, though a consumer confusion/search costs
rationale supports the general legal standard in TRIPS for nearly all products, the
absolute standard of protection must necessarily be justiﬁed by something other than
preventing confusion. As we have shown, those justiﬁcations are quite limited.

F The Sum of the Parts
No single argument for GI rights that we have examined is wholly persuasive. But it
hardly follows that the entire set of these arguments taken together cannot ground
these rights. That is why we claim that some international legal protection for GIs is
justiﬁed. The arguments from ﬁrstness, desert, and an incentive to innovate are jointly
and severally weak. There is some force, however, in the arguments from the moral
right of the community, incentives to market and improve, and especially in preventing consumer confusion and lowering search costs. These last three arguments are
the chief source of our argument that the legal standard in TRIPS for products other
than wine and spirits – which allows use of a GI by producers outside the region as
long as the true origin of the product is made clear – is defensible. Most important from
a prescriptive standpoint, the protection of GIs justiﬁed by these property rationales is
less than the absolute protection now afforded wines and spirits under TRIPS. A fortiori,
it is less than the broader package sought by the EU, and other states, in the Doha
Round of negotiations within the WTO. The EU currently seeks to expand the absolute
standard – no use of the GI, even if the label clearly indicates that the product is not
from the relevant region – to additional, non-alcohol-based products. Because only
wine and spirits enjoy the absolute standard of protection, the EU argues, other products are in essence discriminated against or treated unfairly.89 This extension lacks
a compelling justiﬁcation and would represent a boon for producers with little if any
social beneﬁt. Indeed, our analysis suggests that the absolute standard ought to be
revoked, not extended. While the discrimination the EU has noted in the treatment of
different types of products exists, the proper solution is to harmonize downward to the
general TRIPS standard rather than upward to the absolute protection standard. 90
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A determined GI proponent might nonetheless argue that even if we are correct that
the absolute standard of protection is unjustiﬁed by any established theory of property
rights, that in itself does not sufﬁce as an argument against such stringent rights. In
other words, if the protection of property rights causes little harm, the fact that such
rights cannot be justiﬁed by property theory should not preclude their creation. We are,
unsurprisingly, highly sceptical of this line of argument. GIs, as collective governmentgranted monopolies, have real economic and social costs, as do all intellectual property rights. These costs can easily – and, in the case of the absolute GI standard, clearly
do – outweigh any possible beneﬁts. The costs of intellectual property rights are familiar
to any student of monopoly and indeed are central to the law of intellectual property.91
They are the chief reason that intellectual property rights are scope- and time-limited
or, in the case of trademark, subject to the requirement of acquired distinctiveness.
A primary cost of granting intellectual property rights is that free economic competition is restrained. Innovation may also be squelched as numerous fragmented rights
produce a ‘tragedy of the anticommons’.92 Wasteful rent-seeking may be promoted as
producers make more effort to secure government-protected property rights and less
in creating excellent products. And of course the enforcement of intellectual property
rights is itself costly. For all these reasons, the creation and extension of intellectual
property rights in international law needs to be carefully scrutinized.93 In the case of
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GIs, too little serious consideration has been given to date as to why such rights ought
to be protected. The result is that the law of GIs has outpaced our justiﬁcations for it.

6 Conclusion
The progressive globalization of the world economy has dramatically altered agricultural politics and policy. It has also raised hard questions about the place of tradition
and locality in a world that seems, to many, to be ever-more homogeneous and borderless. Paralleling these phenomena has been a dramatic rise in the power and reach
of international intellectual property. GIs, as intellectual property rights that aim to
protect both farmers and heritage, stand at the intersection of these major trends.
More than a decade past their inclusion in the WTO Agreements, however, GIs have
received little sustained attention from international lawyers. Nor have the rationales
for protecting GIs been rigorously analysed.
This article has offered both a positive explanation for the rise of GIs in international
law and a normative critique of these rights as articulated in the TRIPS Agreement,
the most powerful international agreement in intellectual property law. We have
argued that GIs have risen on the international agenda because of a conﬂuence of
past immigration, current globalization and shifting consumer preferences. The EU,
the leading proponent of GI protection, has sought to use GIs to segment markets and
pursue a strategy of agricultural competition via quality rather than quantity. While
grounded in political and economic calculations, the level of protection afforded most
GI-protected products by TRIPS is, we argue, nonetheless justiﬁed by a number of
theories of property. Most forceful in our view are the consumer-confusion and searchcosts rationales that undergird trademark law generally. The higher level of protection afforded wine and spirits, however, cannot be justiﬁed in this way because it often
increases, rather than decreases, consumer confusion. We are consequently critical of
recent suggestions that the wine and spirits standard for GIs be extended to still more
products.
We are aware that the GI debate is primarily driven not by philosophical arguments
but by political interests. European governments have led the charge to push forward
this higher standard in an effort to protect traditional producers from increasing competition from abroad. The expansion of GI protection within Europe is of course not
uncontroversial, as the Feta and Prosciutto cases illustrate. All the same, the European
Commission has continued to ﬁght for greater GI protection at the international level.
As of this writing it is unclear whether the current effort to expand GI protection in
the Doha Round of world trade negotiations will succeed. But however misguided,
it is unlikely to be the last such effort. The continuing progress of globalization, the
striking pace of technological progress, and the deepening of economic liberalization
around the world seem likely to ensure that efforts at propertization through international law will continue to accelerate in the 21st century.

